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2Summary
The thalamo-cortical pathway is the crucial sensory gateway into the cerebral cortex.
We aimed to determine the nature of the tactile information encoded by neurons in the 
whisker somatosensory relay nucleus (VPm). We wanted to distinguish whether VPm 
neurons encode similar stimulus features, acting as a single information channel, or 
encode diverse features. We recorded responses to whisker deflections that 
thoroughly explored the space of temporal stimulus variables and identified features
to which neurons were selective by reverse correlation. The time-scale of the features 
was typically 1-2 ms, at the limit imposed by our experimental conditions, indicating 
highly acute feature selectivity. Sensitivity to stimulus kinetics was strikingly diverse.
Some neurons (25%) only encoded velocity; others were sensitive to position, 
acceleration or more complex features. A minority (19%) encoded two or more 
features. These results indicate that VPm contains a distributed representation of 
whisker motion, based on high-resolution kinetic features.
3Introduction
Thalamic spikes are precisely timed and convey a highly informative message to their cortical 
targets (McClurkin et al., 1991; Montemurro et al., 2007a; Reinagel and Reid, 2000). In the 
ventro posterior medial nucleus (VPm), which is the principal whisker-related thalamic relay 
nucleus, what is signaled by these spikes includes spatial location and direction (Armstrong-
James and Callahan, 1991; Simons and Carvell, 1989; Waite, 1973), but, as has become clear 
in recent years, temporal information is also crucial. For example, evidence from the 
electrical whisking paradigm indicates that when rats palpate the surface of an object with 
their whiskers (“whisking”), this induces a complex temporal pattern of whisker vibration 
(kinetic signature) (Arabzadeh et al., 2005; Hipp et al., 2006). Since the kinetic signature is 
characteristic of the surface structure of the object, temporal patterns of whisker motion are 
likely to contain key information about texture identity (Arabzadeh et al., 2006).
What temporal features of whisker motion (“kinetic features”) are represented by VPm 
neurons? It is known that their firing rate typically varies with whisker velocity (Ito, 1988; 
Pinto et al., 2000; Waite, 1973). Here, we characterize the temporal tuning properties of VPm 
neurons by systematically exploring the space of possible kinetic variables that they might
respond to. We recorded responses of single units to whisker deflections with a white noise 
stimulus, which samples the space of possible kinetic variables in a thorough, efficient and 
unbiased way. We extracted the kinetic features to which each neuron responded by spike-
triggered analysis methods and used these feature selectivity properties to develop a 
predictive model of each neuron’s responses. 
4Results
Precise representation of whisker stimulus kinetics in VPm
Using extracellular microelectrodes, we recorded the responses of single VPm units in 
anesthetized rats to stimulation with low-pass filtered white noise (0-200 Hz; abbreviated to 
“white noise” in the following; Fig. 1A). Stimuli were applied jointly to several whiskers in 
the dorso-ventral direction using a piezoelectric device.
Figs. 1B and D show raster plots of the spikes fired by two typical single units in response to 
100 repetitions of the stimulus in Fig. 1A. As previously reported (Montemurro et al., 2007a), 
VPm responses to white noise were highly repeatable and temporally precise. This indicates 
that certain features of the stimulus reliably triggered VPm neurons to fire spikes. Fig. 1
further shows that the firing rate peaks of the two units tended to occur at different times. This
suggests that different VPm units may respond to different kinetic features. Candidates
include whisker position and its derivatives (for example, velocity or acceleration) but also 
less-familiar mixtures of position, velocity, etc.
FIG. 1 HERE
Reverse correlation approach to VPm feature selectivity
We sought to identify the kinetic stimulus features to which VPm neurons are sensitive in the 
following way. First, to expose neurons to the widest possible range of different features, we 
recorded the response of VPm single units to long (25 min) sequences of white noise whisker
deflection. Then, to identify the stimulus features to which a given unit responded, we 
computed its spike-triggered average (STA). Different STA waveforms imply sensitivity to 
5different physical properties (such as position or velocity): therefore, a neuron’s feature 
selectivity can be determined by examining its STA.
To facilitate interpretation of the STA results, we first consider what to expect for idealized 
units purely sensitive to position, velocity and acceleration respectively (Supplementary
Experimental Procedures). We simulated responses both to unfiltered white noise and to low-
pass filtered white noise (identical to the experimental stimulus). First, for an ideal unit 
sensitive to instantaneous position (Supplementary Eqn. S2), the firing rate at a given time is 
determined purely by the position of the stimulus at that instant. A unit sensitive to position in 
the dorsal direction tends to fire a spike whenever the stimulus amplitude is dorsal (positive).
Hence, the resulting STA consisted of a single, positive phase (Fig. 2A-B). For the unfiltered
stimulus, the STA was a single-sample pulse (Fig. 2A); for the low-pass filtered stimulus, the 
STA was Gaussian-shaped (Fig. 2B) (see below and Experimental Procedures). Second, for 
an ideal velocity-sensitive unit (Supplementary Eqn. S1), the firing rate is completely 
determined by moment-to-moment changes in stimulus position, for example, from ventral to 
dorsal. The corresponding STA therefore consisted of two phases of equal amplitude but 
opposite polarity (Fig. 2C-D). Again, for the unfiltered stimuli, both phases were pulses (Fig.
2C); for the filtered stimulus, they were Gaussian-shaped (Fig. 2D). Finally, units sensitive to 
higher derivatives of whisker position exhibit STAs with higher numbers of phases. An ideal 
acceleration-sensitive unit had an STA consisting of three phases of alternating polarity (Fig.
2E-F; Supplementary Eqn. S3).
FIG. 2 HERE
Some VPm units approximate ideal position and velocity sensors
6We applied STA-based analysis to N = 36 single unit recordings. The analysis revealed that
some VPm neurons could be characterized as encoding the simple kinetic features of position 
and velocity. Fig. 3A shows the STA computed for the unit of Fig. 1B-C. This STA consisted 
of a single positive phase. This suggested that the unit tended to fire a spike when the 
whiskers were dorsal to the null position. The neuron’s tuning function confirmed that the 
response was highly directional (see Experimental Procedures): for deflections in the ventral 
direction, firing rate was near zero; for deflections in the dorsal direction, the larger the 
deflection, the greater the firing rate (Fig. 3B).
FIG. 3 HERE
Fig. 3C shows the STA computed for the unit of Fig. 1D-E. This unit’s STA consisted of two 
phases – these phases had approximately equal amplitude but opposite polarity. This means 
that the unit responded poorly to constant amplitude stimuli but was acutely sensitive to 
changes in whisker amplitude – that is to velocity. The STA had a positive phase followed by 
a negative phase, implying sensitivity to change in the downward (dorsal to ventral) direction.
Again, the tuning function indicated marked directionality (Fig. 3D). The unit responded very 
little to upward motion but did respond to downward motion; the greater the downward 
velocity, the greater the firing rate.
The monophasic (single-lobed) character of the STA in Fig. 3A and the biphasic (double-
lobed) character of the STA in Fig. 3C were similar to the cases of the ideal position and 
velocity sensors discussed above (Fig. 2A-D). A subset of VPm neurons, therefore, appears to 
have remarkably straightforward feature selectivity.
Time-scale of the kinetic features
7To describe the structure of the STAs quantitatively, we found it effective to fit them with
Gaussian functions. The monophasic (position-sensitive) STA of Fig. 3A was well-fitted by a
single Gaussian function (goodness of fit: 97%). In contrast, the biphasic (velocity-sensitive) 
STA of Fig. 3C was poorly fitted by a single Gaussian (goodness of fit: 58%) but well-fitted 
by a weighted sum of two Gaussians (goodness of fit: 99%).
Given the high accuracy of the Gaussian fits, we used the width parameters (σ) of the best-
fitting Gaussians to quantify the temporal resolution of each STA. The example position-
sensitive unit’s STA (Fig. 3A) had best-fit σ = 1.5 ms. For the velocity-sensitive unit (Fig.
3C), the negative Gaussian had σ = 1.3 ms, the positive one 1.5 ms. Thus the time-scale of 
these units’ kinetic sensitivity was very fast. As detailed below, we found kinetic sensitivity 
on the 1.5 ms time-scale to be a common, although not universal, property of VPm neurons.
Why did the STAs exhibit this particular time-scale and shape? As noted above, the 
experimental whisker stimulus was low-pass filtered, and was therefore correlated on a time-
scale of a few milliseconds. These correlations imposed a fundamental limit on the temporal 
resolution of the STAs - the time-scale of an STA cannot be faster than that of the stimulus.
Therefore, we asked whether the 1.5 ms time-scale was a property of the neurons or whether 
it reflected the intrinsic time-scale of the stimulus. To test this, we constructed a model 
position neuron with maximum possible temporal resolution (as in Fig. 2A, its firing rate r(t) 
at time t was a function of the stimulus amplitude s(t) at that instant) and studied its response 
to the stimulus used in our electrophysiological recordings. A theoretical analysis 
(Experimental Procedures) showed that the STA of the model neuron would have Gaussian 
shape with width σ exactly equal to that of the low-pass filter used in stimulus construction (σ
= 1.6 ms). Simulation results (Fig. 2B) were in excellent agreement (goodness of fit to 
Gaussian 100%, best-fitting σ = 1.6 ms). Similarly, simulation of a maximum-resolution 
8model velocity neuron (Fig. 2C) yielded a difference of Gaussians STA (goodness of fit 
100%) with best-fitting widths σ = 1.4-1.5 ms (Fig. 2D). These data show that our 
experimental conditions imposed a maximum temporal resolution of ~1.5 ms. Not only, 
therefore, were the STAs of the example units fast, they were as fast as they could have been.
These findings indicate that some VPm neurons are capable of detecting whisker fluctuations 
with extremely high acuity.
Single or multiple kinetic features?
STA analysis assumes that the relationship between whisker motion and firing rate is captured 
by a single kinetic feature (Eqns. 1A-B). However, this need not necessarily be the case.
Some barrel cortical neurons, for example, are sensitive to a combination of multiple kinetic 
features (Maravall et al., 2007). A powerful approach to test for multiple stimulus features is 
spike-triggered covariance (STC) analysis. We used STC to locate any additional kinetic 
features, orthogonal to the STA, that the VPm neurons might be sensitive to. Where 
additional kinetic features were statistically significant, we compared their importance to that 
of the STA. We did this by comparing the mutual information that spikes conveyed about the 
STA feature to that conveyed about each of the STC features (Adelman et al., 2003; Aguera y 
Arcas and Fairhall, 2003) (Eqn. 6).
As detailed below, we found that some units conveyed significant information about multiple 
features. However, the example units shown above did not. Results are shown in Fig. 4.
Panels 4A and 4B depict the information conveyed by each spike about both the STA and the 
STC features, computed for the example units. The position-sensitive unit’s spikes conveyed
0.75 bits/spike about the STA feature (Fig. 4A, asterisk): for this unit, no STC feature was 
statistically significant (Fig. 4A, dots). For the velocity-sensitive unit (Fig. 4B), there was one 
9significant STC feature, which conveyed only 9% of the information conveyed by the STA 
(0.07 bits/spike, compared to 0.77 bits/spike). Thus, the way that some thalamic neurons 
responded to white noise could be accurately described by a single kinetic feature.
FIG. 4 HERE
Prevalence of single-feature units
We repeated the STA-STC analysis for all units in the data set. For each unit, we first 
identified a kinetic feature by means of STA. Next, we used STC to check for additional 
significant features. We found a spectrum of behavior (Fig. 4) from units typified by the 
neuron in Fig. 1B-C and 3A-B, whose STC features were negligible, to cells that conveyed 
considerably more information about the STC features than the STA feature. However, Fig.
4C shows that much the most common behavior was for the STA to dominate: when STA 
information was plotted against STC information, data points for the great majority of units 
fell above the plot’s diagonal. The median information ratio (maximum STC information for 
a given unit divided by its STA information) was 12.3%. Fig. 4D, a histogram of information 
ratios, shows that only 2 units (6% of the overall sample) had greater STC information than 
STA information. This suggests that the response of most VPm units to whisker motion can 
be effectively characterized, in a relatively simple way, by a single kinetic feature. To 
describe the data, it was useful to divide the units into “single-feature” (STA-described) and 
“multi-feature” types based on the information ratio. Using a threshold value of 30%, 81% of 
our sample were single-feature type. The remaining 19% were multi-feature type.
Characteristics of single-feature units
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Although the example cells in Figs. 1 and 3 were typical of the majority of units in that their 
kinetic sensitivity was well-captured by a single feature, the STA, they were in a minority in 
that they were responsive purely to position or velocity. Most units were responsive to more 
complex kinetic features. Further, we found a variety of different types of STA. A convenient 
way to describe this variety was to subdivide units of single-feature type according to the 
number of Gaussian functions required to obtain an accurate fit to the STA (95% goodness of
fit criterion, see Experimental Procedures). In this way, we categorized all single-feature units 
as monophasic, biphasic or polyphasic.
Monophasic units
Some single-feature units, like that in Figs. 1B-C and 3A-B, had an STA consisting of a 
single phase, and hence were sensitive purely to whisker position. They were, however, 
relatively uncommon (N = 4, 11% of the overall sample). The example unit had a strongly 
directional tuning curve (Fig. 3B) – it responded solely to dorsal stimulation. We quantified 
this by the “asymmetry index” α: α = 1 for a unit that responds in one direction (dorsal or 
ventral) and not at all in the other; α = 0 for a unit that responds equally in both dorsal and 
ventral directions (Experimental Procedures, Eqn. 5). The example unit had α = 0.97.
Monophasic units had mean asymmetry equal to 0.93 (SD 0.09) and were therefore strongly 
directional. Monophasic units also tended to have a low firing rate relative to other types (3.3 
spikes/s vs. 7.8 spikes/s; t test, p = 0.030). Monophasic units differed somewhat from one 
another in their STA time course. Some, like that of the Fig. 1B unit, were very fast, others, 
less so. Fig. 5A shows an example of a slower STA with a best-fitting σ of 3.3 ms (goodness 
of fit, 97%). The mean time course of monophasic STAs was 2.0 ms (SD 1.0 ms). Thus, some 
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monophasic units signaled essentially instantaneous position; others signaled position 
averaged on a time-scale of a few milliseconds.
FIG. 5 HERE
Biphasic units 
The most common type of single-feature unit that we found (N = 21, 58% of the overall 
sample) had an STA consisting of two phases, one positive, the other negative. Some units 
were similar to the velocity-sensitive example unit (Figs. 1D-E, 3C-D) in that (1) the two
phases of the STA were of roughly equal area, (2) they were both fast (σ ≈ 1.5 ms) and (3) the 
tuning curve indicated a strongly directional response. However, most biphasic units diverged 
from this prototypical velocity behavior in one or more ways. To describe this variability, we 
quantified the above three characteristics.
To measure the relative areas of the two phases, we computed the “balance index” β
(Experimental Procedures, Eqn. 3). An ideal monophasic, position unit (Fig. 2B) has β = +1 if 
the phase is positive and β = -1 if negative; for the unit of Fig. 3A, β was 1.0. In contrast, an 
ideal velocity unit (Fig. 2D) has two phases that are balanced, and β = 0. For the example 
velocity unit (Fig. 3C), β was 0.08. Another example of a phase-balanced unit, shown in Fig.
5B, had β = -0.02. However, for other units, one phase tended to be markedly bigger than the 
other. Two STAs with such “unbalanced” structure are shown in Fig. 5C-D: one had a 
dominant negative phase (β = -0.30), whereas the other had a dominant positive phase (β =
+0.29). Such units share characteristics of both position and velocity sensors. The dominance 
of its negative phase made the unit in Fig. 5C sensitive to whisker position in the ventral 
direction; the dominance of the positive phase made the unit in Fig. 5D sensitive to position in 
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the dorsal direction. But the biphasic character of these STAs added a velocity-sensitive 
component to the neuronal response, in the ventral direction for both units. On average, we 
found that biphasic units were moderately unbalanced (mean absolute β = 0.13, SD 0.08).
Thus, although a number of VPm neurons could be approximately described as pure velocity 
sensors (43% of biphasic units had absolute β < 0.1), the majority were better characterized as 
being intermediate between a pure velocity sensor and a pure position sensor.
As done previously for monophasic units, we quantified biphasic STA time-scales by the 
width σ of the best-fitting Gaussians. Similarly to the example velocity sensor (Fig. 3C), most
STAs were fast: the median slowest phase for biphasic units was 1.6 ms (SD 2.8 ms). Thus, 
the typical biphasic unit had kinetic sensitivity on the highest resolvable time-scale. However, 
a minority of units exhibited STAs that were significantly slower than the stimulus time-scale.
An example shown in Fig. 5E had a negative phase that was fast (σ = 1.3) but a positive phase
that was considerably slower (σ = 5.3 ms). 24% of biphasic units had at least one phase with σ
≥ 3.0 ms.
A prototypical velocity sensor had a highly directional response (tuning curve asymmetry 
index α close to 1). For example, the unit in Fig. 3C had α = 1.0, while the median α of 
biphasic units was 0.86 (SD 0.14). However, some units showed at least a degree of response 
in other directions. For example, the unit in Fig. 5C did fire somewhat to dorsal deflection, 
although it fired most to ventral deflection (α = 0.71).
Polyphasic units
A minority of single-feature units (N = 4, 11% of the overall sample and 14% of the single-
feature units) had STAs that exhibited more than 2 phases. The STA in Fig. 5F, for example,
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had 5 phases. Units in this category were directionally tuned (mean α = 0.83, SD 0.30). The 
existence of polyphasic features shows that some VPm units sense a more complex kinetic 
variable than position or velocity and may reflect sensitivity to oscillations.
Characteristics of multi-feature units
A minority of units (N = 7, 19%) were sensitive to multiple kinetic features. The number of 
statistically significant features (Experimental Procedures) ranged from 2 to 5 (mean 3.4).
Fig. 6 shows an example. This unit had a triphasic STA (Fig. 6B1), to which it responded in a 
directional manner (Fig. 6B2). By itself, this would imply acceleration sensitivity. However, 
STC analysis revealed a further significant feature (Fig. 6A) – a biphasic feature (Fig. 6C), 
implying velocity sensitivity. This was therefore a two-feature unit. It is important to note that 
this means the unit was sensitive not only to the STA feature and to the STC feature but also 
to mixtures of them: more precisely, to the 2-dimensional space of features spanned by the 
STA and STC features. Fig. 6D shows firing rate as a function of different STA-STC feature 
combinations. Each point in the x-y plane corresponds to a different feature mixture. Points 
along the y axis represent scaled versions of the triphasic STA; points along the x axis, scaled 
versions of the biphasic STC feature. Thus, consistent with the STA’s tuning function (Fig.
6B2), firing rate increased monotonically along the y axis. Consistent with the STC feature’s 
tuning function (Fig. 6C2), firing rate varied non-monotonically along the x axis. To 
characterize the families of features that evoked responses in this unit, we used the 2D tuning 
function to identify “iso-firing rate” curves. For example, we generated a series of features 
corresponding to different points along the 10 spikes/s iso-firing rate curve (Fig. 6D).
Features in this family (inset black traces) varied from biphasic positive-negative through 
triphasic positive-negative-positive to biphasic negative-positive.
14
FIG. 6 HERE
Other multi-feature units in our sample shared the property of responding to a subspace of
features spanned by the STA and one or more STC features. In all cases, one dimension of 
this space corresponded to a biphasic feature, the other to a polyphasic feature. As with the 
unit in Fig. 6, one feature continuously morphed into the other along iso-firing rate curves.
Overall, multi-feature units had similar firing rate to single-feature units (with a median of 5.7
spikes/s vs. 5.1 spikes/s). However, the amount of information that multi-feature unit 
responses conveyed about the stimulus (Experimental Procedures) was significantly less (4 
ms bins, median: 1.3 vs. 2.1 bits/spike, Wilcoxon rank sum test p = 0.02). Thus, multi-feature 
units tended to respond less reliably to white noise whisker deflection than single-feature 
units.
Robustness of unit classification
Might the more complex types of feature selectivity that we found (multi-feature and 
polyphasic types) be a result of units being stimulated in a non-preferred direction? To test 
this, for a subset of units, we first measured single-whisker directional tuning curves using 0.5 
s step deflections and then recorded the response to the white noise stimulus in 2-3 different 
directions (dorso-ventral, rostro-caudal and dorsocaudal-ventrorostral). We found that 
apparent multi-feature selectivity could arise in a given direction if a unit responded weakly 
in that direction and consequently exhibited a very noisy STA. We excluded such artefacts by 
limiting our study to units exhibiting a robust response in the tested (dorso-ventral) direction 
(Experimental Procedures). As a further test, we considered whether there was any 
relationship between the likelihood of multi-feature selectivity in a given direction and how 
different that direction was from the preferred one. We tested this by computing, for 14 STAs, 
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both the STC/STA information ratio defined above and a preferred direction index based on 
the direction tuning curve (firing rate evoked by deflection in the direction that the STA was 
measured, divided by firing rate in the preferred direction). If multi-feature selectivity were 
simply due to stimulation in a non-preferred direction, these variables should be negatively 
correlated. We found no evidence for such an effect (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.15; p = 
0.61; data not shown). In fact, we observed both multi-feature selectivity and polyphasic 
STAs whether units were stimulated close to or far from their preferred directions, indicating
that complex response categories (multi-feature selectivity and polyphasic feature category) 
are a robust characteristic of VPm coding.
Summary of unit classification
For 81% of units, spikes conveyed much more information about the STA feature than about 
any of the STC features. Thus, such units had temporal receptive fields that could be 
described by a single feature. Consequently, they were classified as “single-feature” units.
STA analysis brought out both commonalities and differences in the feature selectivity of 
VPm units. Most single-feature units had extremely fast STAs, with the median width of the 
slowest phase being 1.6 ms, SD 2.3 ms (Fig. 5G). Since 1.5 ms was the maximum temporal 
resolution possible under our experimental conditions, the implication is that kinetic feature 
selectivity in VPm is typically highly temporally acute. Also, consistent with previous reports, 
the majority of single-feature units had highly directional tuning functions (Fig. 5H, median 
asymmetry index α = 0.88, SD 0.14). However, units differed significantly in the temporal 
kinetic features to which they were sensitive.
In contrast, for the remaining 19% of units, spikes conveyed a significant amount of 
information not only about the STA feature but also about 1 or more STC features. These 
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were classified as “multi-feature” units and typically were sensitive to both biphasic and 
polyphasic features. Fig. 5I shows the percentage of units in each category. 
Accuracy of response predictions
As described above, the STA-based analysis suggested that many VPm neurons could be 
described by a single kinetic feature particular to the neuron. However, STA analysis makes a 
number of simplifying assumptions – for example, that inter-spike interactions such as 
refractoriness or bursting, or adaptive effects, are minor, and that spike jitter does not 
significantly degrade the shape of the STA waveform. It was therefore important to assess 
how well the scheme captured neuronal responses.
If, for a given neuron, STA analysis produced a good description of that neuron’s stimulus 
selectivity, it ought to be able to predict the neuron’s response to a novel stimulus (cross-
validation). To verify this, we constructed a simple model for the stimulus-response 
relationship of each unit, based on its STA and tuning function. Various modeling
frameworks have been developed for this purpose (Ahrens et al., 2007; Brenner et al., 2000; 
Paninski, 2004) – we found a relatively simple linear-nonlinear-Poisson (LNP) model to be 
effective (illustrated schematically in Fig. 7A). The LNP model represents a neuron’s output
as the outcome of a series of steps leading from stimulus to response generation. A stimulus 
time series, the input, is convolved with the STA to produce a time-dependent filtered 
stimulus or feature coefficient. The output of this linear filtering step represents the similarity 
between the stimulus and the preferred feature. Next, the feature coefficient is inserted into
the nonlinear tuning function to produce a predicted time-dependent firing rate (Experimental 
Procedures).
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FIG. 7 HERE
To carry out this approach, we recorded the spikes fired by each unit in response to 100 
repetitions of a 15 s white noise stimulus not used for STA estimation, and averaged them to 
produce a PSTH. Fig. 7B-C (solid lines) shows the actual PSTHs for a biphasic unit (same 
unit as in Fig. 5D) and for a polyphasic unit. We used each unit’s STA and tuning function to 
construct an LNP model. We plugged the 15 s stimulus into each unit’s model to obtain its 
predicted response. Both units responded to white noise with temporally localized, precisely-
timed firing episodes (Fig. 7B-C, gray lines). Both LNP models predicted the occurrence of 
these episodes remarkably accurately: the prediction coefficient (Experimental Procedures) 
between the recorded and predicted PSTHs was 0.70 for the unit in Fig. 7B and 0.73 for the 
unit in Fig. 7C. These results show that a good description of the response of some thalamic 
neurons to complex whisker motion can be obtained from a simple LNP model based on the 
STA. In such cases, we have strong evidence that the unit’s sensitivity to whisker motion 
depends on a single kinetic feature and that the feature is well-represented by the STA.
We performed this procedure for all units in our database. We found single-feature units to be 
well-described by LNP models (Fig. 7D, black; mean prediction coefficient was 0.58, SD 
0.11; see Discussion).
We wondered whether neurons with different types of STA waveform might be differently 
driven by the stimulus and might therefore participate to different degrees in coding. If so, the 
STA-based PSTH prediction coefficient or the information conveyed about the stimulus 
would vary with STA category. In the event, there was no difference in PSTH prediction 
coefficient for neurons with monophasic, biphasic or polyphasic waveforms (p = 0.87, 
Kruskal-Wallis); neither was there any difference in the total stimulus information per spike 
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(p = 0.64, Kruskal-Wallis). Moreover, within the category of biphasic neurons, there was no 
significant correlation between the “balance index” β and information per spike (Spearman ρ
= 0.33; p = 0.16). In sum, these data suggest that all neuronal types participate equally in
stimulus encoding.
Diversity of predicted responses from the LNP framework
It is known that VPm neurons respond well to discrete sudden-onset stimuli (Armstrong-
James and Callahan, 1991; Ito, 1988; Simons and Carvell, 1989; Waite, 1973). Previous 
studies have measured the tuning of VPm neurons to ramp-and-hold whisker deflections, 
parametrically varying both the ramp slope and its steady-state amplitude (Ito, 1988; Pinto et 
al., 2000). To relate our findings to these studies, we simulated the predicted response of the 
LNP model (constructed as described above) to such ramp-and-hold stimuli (Fig. 8A).
Consistent with what we expected based on the white noise stimuli, we found that the firing 
rate of the monophasic unit of Fig. 3A was more strongly modulated by ramp amplitude than 
that of the biphasic unit of Fig. 3B, whereas it was more weakly modulated by ramp slope 
(Fig. 8B-C).
To directly compare the predicted responses of position- and velocity-sensitive units to 
discrete and to continuous, complex stimuli, we repeated the above prediction process for a 
stimulus consisting of a brief, positive pulse waveform and a short white noise segment (Fig.
8D). Fig. 8E shows this stimulus filtered by the STA of the unit in Figs. 3A-B (monophasic, 
position-sensitive STA) and by that of the unit in Figs. 3C-D (biphasic, velocity-sensitive 
STA). Fig. 8F depicts the units’ predicted responses. Both units responded strongly. Despite 
their very different kinetic sensitivity, the units responded to the pulse in a similar manner.
The reason for this is that just after the onset of a brief stimulus, both the amplitude and the 
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velocity are high. Thus, units with a range of different kinetic sensitivities respond well to 
pulse stimuli. In contrast, the two units had very different temporal firing rate profiles during
the white noise stimulus segment (Fig. 1; Fig. 8F). Thus by using the reverse correlation 
approach, our study revealed novel differences in neuronal sensitivity to whisker motion 
kinetics while showing behaviour consistent with established ramp-and-hold responses. The
results illustrate that testing responses with brief, discrete stimuli, although very useful for 
identifying the spatial receptive fields of VPm units, may not reveal the full diversity of VPm 
selectivity to temporal features.
FIG. 8 HERE
Discussion
To identify a neural code, it is necessary to determine both the essential information-bearing 
response element of the spike trains (firing rate or correlated spike pattern) and the stimulus 
events whose presence is encoded by that element. In VPm, the key response element for
complex whisker motion is fluctuations in the time-varying firing rate, timed with sub-
millisecond precision (Montemurro et al., 2007a). Previous work has shown that firing rate is 
modulated by whisker location, deflection direction and deflection velocity (Armstrong-
James and Callahan, 1991; Brecht and Sakmann, 2002; Diamond et al., 1992; Ito, 1988; Pinto 
et al., 2000; Simons and Carvell, 1989; Waite, 1973). Our study builds on this work by 
presenting an analysis of which temporal stimulus features elicit the fast modulations in the 
firing rate. To probe the response to as many kinetic features as possible, we used a white 
noise stimulus that sampled the space of kinetic features in a thorough and unbiased way. By 
using spike-triggered analysis methods, we identified which kinetic features elicited spikes in 
VPm single units. Our principal findings were: First, most VPm neurons can be accurately 
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characterized by a relatively simple linear-nonlinear model based on a single kinetic feature, 
represented by the STA. Second, there is striking diversity in the STAs of different neurons 
and therefore in the kinetic features they encode. Third, the time-scale of the features is very 
sharp, indicating extremely high temporal acuity. The second finding has important
consequences for our understanding of communication between the VPm and barrel cortex, 
because the dominant mode of communication is currently assumed to be one where a 
substantial fraction of VPm neurons are identically activated.
Diverse feature selectivity
It is known from previous work that many VPm neurons respond robustly to a “shocking” 
stimulus (that is, a temporally isolated, mechanical whisker deflection with rapid onset)
(Armstrong-James and Callahan, 1991; Brecht and Sakmann, 2002; Diamond et al., 1992; 
Simons and Carvell, 1989) and that the more rapid the deflection, the greater the firing rate
(Ito, 1988; Pinto et al., 2000; Waite, 1973). Such a rapid onset stimulus (pulse, ramp or 
sinusoid) activates a substantial population of VPm neurons in a near-synchronous manner 
and effectively engages barrel cortical circuits (Bruno and Sakmann, 2006; Pinto et al., 2000; 
Pinto et al., 1996). The net effect is that, in response to rapid onset stimuli, VPm essentially 
functions as a single, coherent entity, delivering a powerful input to the barrel cortex.
A possible reason why rapid onset stimuli are so effective is that such stimuli have not only 
high amplitude and high velocity, but their sudden (discontinuous) onset implies that 
acceleration at stimulus onset is also high, as are an infinite series of higher derivatives of 
whisker position. In principle, therefore, the effectiveness of rapid onset stimuli might be 
either because VPm neurons are tuned to the same kinetic feature (e.g., velocity) or because 
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the stimulus, by its multi-kinetic nature, activates a broad population of neurons tuned to a 
variety of different features (Fig. 8).
To test between these hypotheses, we used the white noise approach. Consistent with previous
studies, we found most (89%) VPm units to be significantly modulated by whisker velocity.
However, we also found marked diversity in their kinetic sensitivity (Fig. 5),A minority of 
cells (24% of our total sample) could be accurately described as velocity encoders (biphasic, 
balanced STAs). But, we also found position encoders (monophasic STAs, 11%), higher 
motion derivative encoders (polyphasic STAs, 11 %), intermediate position-velocity encoders 
(unbalanced biphasic STAs, 33 %) as well as a class of multi-feature units (19%) that could 
not be properly characterized in terms of any single feature but only in terms of a 2-5
dimensional feature space (Fig. 6).
The white noise approach provides an unbiased way to explore the space of stimulus 
parameters. However, the natural stimuli processed by neurons in the whisker system are
often generated by active whisking (Kleinfeld et al., 2006). Natural stimuli constitute a biased 
distribution and contain a frequency spectrum that is complex and likely to vary in time, with 
epochs of wide-band stimulation (including high frequencies) superimposed upon a low-
frequency whisking-dependent carrier signal (Arabzadeh et al., 2005; Hipp et al., 2006). It is 
possible that an analysis conducted on awake, actively exploring animals might produce 
different STAs. However, in barrel cortex, there is evidence that neuronal tuning properties 
estimated from a white noise stimulus can accurately predict the response of the same neurons 
to the velocity profiles associated with whisker movement across textures (Arabzadeh et al., 
2005). Thus, it is likely that basic neuronal processing properties uncovered by the white 
noise approach continue to operate under more natural conditions.
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These results indicate that, when whisker motion is continuous and complex, as is likely to 
occur during whisking of textured objects (Arabzadeh et al., 2005; Hipp et al., 2006; Ritt et 
al., 2008; von Heimendahl et al., 2007), different kinetic features will occur at different times 
and VPm units sensitive to distinct features will correspondingly respond at different times 
(compare the PSTHs in Figs. 1 and 8). Consistent with this, recent findings show that the 
degree of synchrony of VPm responses is stimulus-dependent and is smaller for ongoing 
smooth movements than for discrete movements (Bruno and Sakmann, 2006). This is likely to 
significantly affect downstream cortical encoding of various aspects of whisker motion, e.g., 
direction (Puccini et al., 2006; Wilent and Contreras, 2005). 
How is this diversity of feature selectivity generated? Several mechanisms may participate.
Diversity may be present in the trigeminothalamic afferents and expanded in VPm by 
multiplexing (see below). Preliminary results suggest that, both in VPm and in the trigeminal 
ganglion, feature selectivity may depend on contextual stimulus parameters, such as the 
direction of stimulation (unpublished data, MRB and RSP). Given recent evidence for 
functional sub-divisions of VPm (Urbain and Deschenes, 2007; Yu et al., 2006), an intriguing 
topic for future investigation is whether there might be a correspondence between units with 
different classes of kinetic feature selectivity and the neurons sensitive to “touch” and to 
“whisking/touch” found by (Yu et al., 2006), located in different sub-divisions of VPm.
Irrespective of the origin of the diversity, neurons with different selectivity are all 
significantly driven by a common stimulus (see Results, Accuracy of the LNP framework); 
therefore, they all participate in stimulus encoding, and do so by representing different 
stimulus attributes.
High temporal resolution features
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All units had STAs which could be accurately fitted by a weighted sum of from 1 to 3 
Gaussian functions. The best-fitting widths of these functions were typically 1-2 ms (Fig.
5G). Our analysis and simulations showed that this temporal resolution was at the physical 
limit caused by low-pass filtering the stimulus. The functional implication is that VPm 
neurons integrate sensory information over an extremely short time-scale and have very high 
temporal acuity. The STAs' brevity suggests that VPM neurons are sensitive to very fast 
whisker movements and are able to transmit high-frequency "touch" signals related to texture 
identity while filtering out the low-frequency whisking signal (Ahissar and Zacksenhouse, 
2001). This high temporal acuity may be important for object identification when the kinetic 
signatures of alternative objects differ only on fine time-scales (Arabzadeh et al., 2006; 
Arabzadeh et al., 2005) and is consistent with the proposed role of VPm in encoding of 
whisker touch and texture identity (Kleinfeld et al., 2006).
Comparison to coding in the visual thalamus
Although somatosensation and vision are very different modalities, there are a number of 
similarities between coding in the somatosensory and visual thalamic nuclei. First, when 
stimulated with rapidly fluctuating light patterns, neurons in the lateral geniculate nucleus 
(LGN) also fire with high (ms-scale) temporal precision (Reinagel and Reid, 2000). Second, 
receptive fields in LGN can have high temporal acuity (Butts et al., 2007; Kumbhani et al., 
2007; Liu et al., 2001; Reich et al., 1997; Reinagel and Reid, 2000). Third, there is well-
established diversity in the temporal response properties of neurons in the LGN (reviewed in 
Sherman and Guillery, 2001). For instance, in cats, X and Y cells have different impulse 
response functions as do Y cells located in different layers: compared to X cells, Y cells have 
more transient responses, are sensitive to higher frequencies and have shorter latencies
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(Frishman et al., 1983; Lehmkuhle et al., 1980; Saul and Humphrey, 1990; Yeh et al., 2003). 
This diversity, which may be built by multiplexing inputs from the retina (Alonso et al., 
2006), endows the LGN with a rich representation of visual stimuli. Our results suggest that 
similar principles for population coding may operate in the visual and somatosensory 
pathways.
Experimental Procedures
All procedures complied with Society for Neuroscience, European Community, and 
institutional standards for the care and use of animals in research. 
Electrophysiology
Adult Wistar rats (N = 16) were anaesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg body weight) and 
placed in a stereotaxic instrument. A craniotomy was made over VPm, and the dura reflected.
A tungsten microelectrode (8 MΩ at 1 kHz) was lowered vertically into the cerebrum (mean 
sub-pial depth 5400 µm, SD 260 µm) using a customized piezoelectric motor. Extracellular 
signals were pre-amplified, digitized (sampling frequency 24.4 kHz), band-pass filtered (300-
3000 Hz), and continuously stored to hard disk for off-line analysis.
Location within VPm was verified electrophysiologically during the experiment (Diamond et 
al., 1992) and checked by histological identification of the recording site (Supplementary
Experimental Procedures).
Whisker stimulation
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At each recording site, the center receptive field was identified by deflection of the individual 
whiskers. Whiskers contralateral to the recorded hemisphere (E1-4, D1-4, C1-4, γ and δ) were 
cut to 10 mm length and individually placed into the holes of a plexiglass grid, glued to a 
piezoelectric multilayer bender. The grid was positioned 3 mm from the skin. Since our aim 
was to examine whether different neurons have similar or diverse feature selectivity when 
interrogated with a common stimulus, motion of the piezoelectric actuator in the main set of 
experiments was always in the dorso-ventral direction. Data from a given unit were used only 
if responses to dorso-ventral whisker stimuli were robust and stimuli in other directions did 
not evoke greater responses.
The stimulus was low-pass filtered white noise, constructed in the following way. Each of 
100 trials consisted of two 15 s sequences of uncorrelated, Gaussian random numbers, 
generated at a sampling frequency of 12.2 kHz. The first sequence was identical on every trial 
(repeated stimulus); the second was independently generated on every trial (non-repeated 
stimulus). The resulting signal w(t) was convolved with a Gaussian kernel to produce the 
signal  ∫ 21-- 




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2
exp)(
σ
ττtwτdts . By setting the width of the Gaussian kernel to be σ = 1.6 
ms, we restricted stimulus power to 0-200 Hz – well below the resonant frequency of the 
mechanical stimulator (300 Hz, checked optically with a custom-made LED-phototransistor 
circuit).
In some experiments, we measured directional tuning using a 2-dimensional piezoelectric 
stimulator, capable of moving a single whisker in any direction in the dorso-ventral/rostro-
caudal plane. The stimulator was attached to the principal whisker via a snugly fitting tube.
Two stimulus protocols were used. First, step deflections (0.25 s duration) were applied in 
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random directions independently selected from a uniform distribution and repeated at 0.5 s 
intervals (450 trials). Second, low-pass filtered white noise was applied in 2-3 directions 
(dorso-ventral, rostro-caudal and dorsocaudal-ventrorostral).
Spike sorting
Neural events were detected by thresholding the microelectrode signal: 1-2 ms segments of 
the signal were extracted around the time of each threshold-crossing. Spikes corresponding to 
a given single unit were isolated by clustering in the space of 3-5 principal components using 
the SAC algorithm (Shoham et al., 2003). Only units whose inter-spike interval and auto-
correlation statistics exhibited a 1-2 ms absolute refractory period were considered for further 
analysis.
Data analysis overview
VPm units fired precisely timed spikes in response to the white noise stimulus. This implies 
that certain stimulus kinetic features (e.g., velocity, acceleration, etc.) reliably elicited spikes.
Our primary aim was to identify those kinetic features. We did this by spike-triggered 
averaging (STA). As detailed below, depending on the complexity of the neuron being 
studied, this technique may provide either a complete view of its feature selectivity or a 
partial glimpse. Our next aim was therefore to assess how complete was the STA description
of each neuron’s kinetic sensitivity. We did this in two ways. We used the STA as the basis 
for an LNP model of each neuron (see (Schwartz et al., 2006) for review) and tested whether 
a unit’s LNP model could predict its response to a novel white noise stimulus (that is, a 
stimulus different to the one used to derive the STA and other model parameters). We also 
attempted to identify additional features, orthogonal to the STA, that modulated the neuron’s 
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response, by using the generalized form of reverse correlation known as spike-triggered 
covariance (STC). We assume throughout that each spike emitted by a VPm neuron in 
response to white noise whisker deflection conveys independent information about the 
stimulus, and that no extra information is gained by considering the within-trial temporal 
correlations between different spikes. This approximation was previously found to be highly 
accurate (Montemurro et al., 2007a).
In the next section, we describe the LNP modeling framework. After that, we detail the STA 
procedure and the relationship between the STA and the LNP model parameters.
LNP model
The general form of the LNP model is:
   ∑ /
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Eqn. 1A, the model’s linear stage, is a weighted average of the stimulus s(t) with respect to a 
vector f = [f(T), f(T - δt), f(T - 2δt),…, f(0)], over a time window of duration T. The vector f
determines which kinetic feature the neuron encodes: we thus refer to f as the neuron’s 
“feature vector”. It is also known as the first-order Wiener kernel or linear filter. We refer to 
the filtered stimulus k(t) as the “feature coefficient”. In Eqn. 1B, the non-linear stage, g[·] is a 
non-linear function which we refer to as the neuron’s “tuning function”. The tuning function 
accounts for possible non-linear effects such as response saturation or directional tuning.
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This LNP framework can represent the basic kinetic features of position, velocity and 
acceleration (Supplementary Experimental Procedures) but also more complex ones.
Feature estimation by spike-triggered averaging
In order to describe the stimulus-response relationship of each neuron using the LNP model, it 
was necessary to find the best-fitting feature vector f and tuning function g. The feature vector 
was identified by a variant of spike-triggered averaging.
The standard spike-triggered averaging procedure is to extract stimulus segments of duration 
T preceding each spike and then to average these segments. Formally, if ti is the time of the 
ith spike (where i=1,…,N; N the total number of spikes), and the stimulus is sampled at 
intervals δt, the stimulus segment associated with the ith spike is si = [s(ti-T), s(ti-T + δt), s(ti-T
+ 2δt),…, s(ti)] and the STA is:
∑1spike
i
iN
sm  (2)
Using this procedure, the relationship between the STA and the desired feature vector f is as 
follows (Chichilnisky, 2001; Paninski, 2003). If the tuning function g[k] is asymmetric around 
k=0 (e.g., if g[k] is a monotonically increasing function of k), and if the stimulus both has a 
spherically symmetric (e.g., Gaussian) amplitude distribution and is uncorrelated on the time-
scale δt, mspike is an unbiased estimate of f. When the stimulus is Gaussian white noise, 
therefore, the desired feature vector can be found simply by estimating the STA. In general, 
however, it is usually desirable to use a temporally correlated stimulus (for example, to avoid 
mechanical resonances, as in this study). In this case, there is no longer a direct relationship 
between feature vector and STA: the STA is “contaminated” by the correlational structure of 
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the stimulus. When stimuli have complex correlations, the contamination can be difficult to 
reverse.
There are a number of possible approaches to deriving the feature vector from the STA (Rust 
et al., 2005; Sharpee et al., 2006; Theunissen et al., 2001; Touryan et al., 2005). In the present 
investigation, we constructed the stimulus, and performed the analysis, in such a way that the 
STA was a slightly smoothed version of the feature vector, with the form of the smoothing 
being precisely that employed during stimulus construction (convolution with a Gaussian 
function of width σ = 1.6 ms): see Supplementary Experimental Procedures.
Gaussian fits to STAs
To describe in a systematic way the variety of STAs that we found, it proved helpful to fit
their shapes to standard functions. As outlined above, we expected that each STA would have 
the shape of some underlying feature vector convolved with a Gaussian. This motivated us to 
attempt to describe each STA by a linear combination of one or more Gaussian functions.
We fitted each STA to a 1 Gaussian model (parameters: amplitude, mean and width σ), to a 2 
Gaussian model (6 parameters) and to a 3 Gaussian model (9 parameters) using non-linear 
least squares and quantified the goodness of fit as detailed in Supplementary Experimental 
Procedures. We defined a monophasic unit as one whose STA was well-fitted by a 1-
Gaussian model (goodness of fit ≥ 0.95). A biphasic unit was one which was not monophasic 
but whose STA was well-fitted by a 2-Gaussian model (goodness of fit ≥ 0.95). A polyphasic
unit was one which was neither monophasic nor biphasic, but whose STA was well-fitted 
(goodness of fit ≥ 0.95) by a 3-Gaussian model. (We used the term “polyphasic” rather than 
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“triphasic” since a few STAs exhibited more than three phases but the amplitude of these 
extra phases was too small to significantly influence the goodness of fit).
The kinetic feature represented by a biphasic STA is very different depending on whether its 
two phases are of equal area or one is larger than the other. It was therefore useful to quantify 
this characteristic. We did this by, for each biphasic STA, computing the (unsigned) integral 
of the Gaussian that best fit the positive phase and that of the Gaussian that best fit the 
negative phase – ω+ and ω- respectively – and substituting them in the following expression:
-
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β = 0 indicated an STA with two equal area phases (e.g., the ideal velocity sensor of 
Supplementary Eqn. S1). In contrast, β = 1 indicated a positive, monophasic STA (e.g., the 
ideal position sensor of Supplementary Eqn. S2) and β = -1 a negative, monophasic STA.
Tuning function estimation 
We obtained the tuning function g[·] of a unit using the formula (Supplementary 
Experimental Procedures):
]Pr[
]spike|Pr[
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r is the average of r(t), the firing rate, Pr[k|spike] is the probability that the feature 
coefficient (Eqn. 1A) takes the value k at times when spikes occurred, and Pr[k] is the 
probability that it takes the value k irrespective of whether a spike occurred or not.
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An important characteristic of a tuning function is that it reflects whether the unit responds in 
a directional or adirectional manner. This property cannot be determined purely from the 
STA. For example, a position-sensitive unit selective to dorsal deflections will fire spikes in 
response to dorsal deflections and thus exhibit a dorsal, monophasic STA such as that of Fig.
3A. A unit that responds in all directions, but with a preference for dorsal, will fire spikes to 
both dorsal and ventral deflections but the ventral contributions will cancel out in the 
averaging so that the STA is again dorsal, monophasic. However, despite the similarity of the 
STAs, the tuning curves of these two units will be quite different. The strongly directional
unit will have a monotonically increasing tuning function; the weakly directional unit will 
have an approximately U-shaped tuning function. We quantified tuning function directionality
using the following index:
]g[
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k+ and k- were evaluated at points ±2 SD from k = 0 respectively. α = 1 implies an 
asymmetric, highly directional (monotonically increasing) tuning function; α = 0 implies a 
completely symmetric, adirectional tuning function.
Methodological issues associated with STA analysis
It is theoretically possible for a neuron to have response properties such that its stimulus-
response relationship may not be fully captured by STA analysis. For example, if the spikes 
evoked by a given stimulus exhibit significant timing jitter, the spike-triggered stimulus 
segments will vary in their phase, and the STA will consequently be blurred. The scale of 
such an effect depends critically on the size of the jitter compared to the time-scale of the 
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stimulus autocorrelation. In a previous study (Montemurro et al., J. Neurophysiol., 2007) we 
found highly precise (0.4 ms) spike-timing for VPM units under comparable conditions to 
those used here. Since 0.4 ms is much smaller than the time-scale of the stimulus correlations, 
jitter is unlikely to have impacted significantly on the STAs. Other possible response 
properties that may affect STA analysis are discussed below (subsection ‘Spike-triggered 
covariance’).
Our two approaches to validating the STA analysis results are described in the following 
sections.
Predicting the response of an LNP model to a novel stimulus
The above LNP model assumes that the response of a neuron to a temporal stimulus can be 
well-described by sensitivity to a single kinetic feature and that the tuning function is constant 
over time. To test the adequacy of the LNP model description, we recorded the response of 
each unit to a second, 15 s white noise stimulus, repeated 100 times. We computed the post-
stimulus time histogram with 0.8 ms bins and matched its time-scale to the STA time-scale by 
convolving the PSTH with the Gaussian function h(t) (width σ = 1.6 ms). Next, having 
estimated the LNP model of the given unit using its response to the other (non-repeated) 
stimulus, we tested whether the model could predict the PSTH on the effective experimental 
time resolution of 1.6 ms. We did this by plugging the 15 s stimulus that elicited the PSTH 
into the unit’s LNP model (Eqns. 1A-B, with f and [k] estimated as detailed above) to obtain a 
time series of feature coefficients k(t) and, by linear interpolation between the sampling points 
k = k1,k2,…,kB, a time series of predicted firing rates r(t). To quantify the match between the 
predicted firing rate and the PSTH, we used the Pearson correlation coefficient, modified to 
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attenuate bias caused by finite sampling (Supplementary Experimental Procedures). We refer 
to this quantity as the PSTH “prediction coefficient”.
Spike-triggered covariance
As reported in Results, many units in our sample were successfully characterized by an LNP 
model consisting of a single feature vector. However, a minority were not. This might happen 
for a number of reasons (see (Paninski, 2003; Schwartz et al., 2006)). First, if the tuning 
function is symmetric, spike-triggered stimulus segments cancel out, resulting in a zero or 
negligible STA. Second, the model of Eqns. 1A-B assumes that a neuron is fully 
characterized by a single feature. However, neurons can also be sensitive to multiple features
(e.g., (Aguera y Arcas and Fairhall, 2003; Maravall et al., 2007)).
Both of these more complex situations can be addressed by spike-triggered covariance 
analysis (STC) (Brenner et al., 2000; de Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1997). For full details 
of STC applied to the whisker system, see (Maravall et al., 2007). Briefly, how a neuron’s 
firing rate at a given time depends on the preceding stimulus segment s – P(spike|s) – is, via 
Bayes’ theorem, proportional to the ratio P(s|spike)/P(s). Thus, the problem of what stimulus 
features a neuron responds to can be formulated as that of in which dimensions P(s|spike) 
differs from P(s) (de Ruyter van Steveninck and Bialek, 1988). In our study, P(s) was a multi-
dimensional Gaussian with mean zero; P(s|spike) was a distribution of unknown type whose 
mean was (by definition) the STA. In the simplest case, the distributions differ only in their 
means, in which case the STA is a complete description of the stimulus features encoded by 
the neuron. In general, the distributions will differ also (or perhaps only) in their shape, in 
which case the STA can give only a partial description of the key stimulus features. The 
principle of STC is to locate directions in stimulus space along which P(s|spike) and P(s) are 
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different, by searching for the directions in which their variances differ the most. We located 
such directions by estimating the difference ΔC between the distributions’ covariance 
matrices and identifying the eigenvectors of ΔC with non-zero eigenvalue (Brenner et al., 
2000). Since we were interested in stimulus features that could not be identified by STA, we 
restricted our search to the stimulus space orthogonal to the STA (Rust et al., 2005). We 
considered stimulus segments of length 30: there were 29 eigenvectors orthogonal to the 
STA. 
Two-dimensional tuning functions were identified using the Bayesian method detailed above: 
Pr[k1,k2] was estimated by fitting a Gaussian; Pr[(k1,k2)|spike] either by estimating a 2D 
histogram, by a smoothing method using a Gaussian kernel, or by fitting a Gaussian.
Information analysis
To rigorously compare the importance of feature vectors identified by STA and STC analysis, 
we applied information theory. If the spikes are discretized with small time intervals, the 
information about the feature coefficient k conveyed by observation of the presence or 
absence of a spike at any point in time is (Adelman et al., 2003; Aguera y Arcas and Fairhall, 
2003):
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k was derived from Eqn. 1A using as feature vector f either the STA (STA feature 
information) or one of the 29 STC eigenvectors (STC feature information) and the integral 
was computed by discretization of k into 30 bins. I(k;spike) has units of bits/spike. If, for 
example, k were proportional to instantaneous whisker velocity, I(k;spike) would express the 
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information that a spike conveyed about whisker velocity. Information conveyed by a pair of 
features (k1, k2) was estimated using the generalization of Eqn. 6 to 2 dimensions:
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Since there were many more spikes (median 7800) than bins (30 in 1D, 900 in 2D), sampling
bias was low (Panzeri et al., 2007) and effectively corrected by extrapolation to infinite 
sample size (Strong et al., 1998).
For each unit, to evaluate the importance of its STA feature relative to that of its STC 
features, we compared the corresponding feature information values. We classified neurons 
by dividing the information conveyed about the most significant STC feature by that 
conveyed about the STA feature. When more than one STC feature was statistically 
significant (Supplementary Experimental Procedures), we also estimated the joint information 
conveyed about the two most informative STC features. However, due to the steep fall-off of 
information with feature number (Fig. 4A,B), the joint information was similar to the 
maximum and did not affect the classification of units. The total information conveyed by a 
neuron’s spike train was computed, using the repeated stimulus data, as detailed in
(Montemurro et al., 2007a), using the shuffling method of (Montemurro et al., 2007b).
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Figure legends
Figure 1. Response of VPm units to repeated presentation of white noise whisker deflection 
stimulus. A. Dorso-ventral whisker position as a function of time, plotted in units of stimulus 
SD. 1 SD = 70 m. B. Spikes fired by one unit in response to 100 repetitions (trials). C.
PSTH. D-E. Analogous data for a different unit. Bin sizes of PSTHs 0.8 ms.
Figure 2. Spike-triggered averages of idealized kinetic sensors. A. STA of ideal position
sensor (Supplementary Eqn. S2) in response to unfiltered white noise. B. STA of ideal 
position sensor in response to low-pass filtered white noise (dots), together with Gaussian fit 
to the STA (solid line). C-D. Analogous data for ideal velocity-sensitive unit (Eqn. S1). E-F.
Analogous data for ideal acceleration-sensitive unit (Eqn. S3).
Figure 3. Feature selectivity of example recorded units. A. STA of unit in Fig. 1B-C (thin
line with error bars ±1 SEM) with best-fitting Gaussian (thick line). B. Tuning function for 
same unit. C-D. Analogous data for unit in Fig. 1D-E.
Figure 4. Single-feature vs multi-feature coding. A. For unit in Fig. 3A, information that a 
spike conveys about each of the STC eigenvectors (dots) compared to that conveyed by the 
STA (asterisk). B. Analogous data for unit in Fig. 3C. C. For each unit, the STA information 
is plotted against the maximum STC information. Dots – units with no statistically significant 
STC features. Asterisks – units with at least one significant STC feature. D. Histogram of
each unit’s information ratio (maximum STC information divided by STA information) for all 
units with at least one significant STC feature.
Figure 5. Diversity of feature selectivity. A1-A2. STA and tuning function for a monophasic 
unit plotted as in Fig. 3. B1-B2 – F1-F2. Analogous data for four biphasic and one polyphasic 
38
unit. G. Distribution of duration of slowest phases (width σ of best-fitting Gaussian) across all 
units. H. Distribution of tuning curve asymmetry, measured by index α (Eqn. 5) across all 
units. I. Summary of unit classification: percentage of total number of units within each 
category. Biphasic category is divided into “balanced” units sensitive to velocity and 
“unbalanced” units sensitive to both position and velocity.
Figure 6. Multi-dimensional feature selectivity. A. STC information spectrum for a multi-
dimensional unit, plotted as in Fig. 4A-B. B1-B2. STA and its tuning function. C1-C2.
Maximally informative STC feature (eigenvector) and its tuning function. D. 2-dimensional 
tuning function with firing rate shown by color scale. The superimposed plots (black lines) 
illustrate the family of features corresponding to different locations along the iso-firing rate 
curve (10 spikes/s).
Figure 7. Testing the LNP model by cross-validation. A. Schematic diagram of the LNP 
model. B. PSTH of one unit (black line) recorded in response to the repeated white noise 
stimulus, compared to the PSTH predicted by the LNP model of the unit (gray line). C.
Analogous data for a different cell. D. Histogram of prediction coefficients between the 
predicted and actual PSTHs across the data set for single-feature units.
Figure 8. Simulated responses to discrete stimuli and white noise. A. Test ramp-and-hold 
stimulus. In units of the SD of the white noise stimulus, ramp slopes varied in range 100-300 
SD/ms and steady-state ramp amplitudes in range 1-3 SD. B. Amplitude tuning curve: peak 
firing rate over time of a monophasic and a biphasic unit in response to stimuli of panel A, 
averaged over ramp slope. Responses for each cell are normalized by its response to the ramp 
with maximum slope and amplitude. C. Slope tuning curve: peak firing rate of a monophasic 
and a biphasic unit, averaged over ramp amplitude. D. Test stimulus consisting of a pulse and 
39
a white noise waveform. E. Feature coefficient produced by a monophasic unit (Fig. 3A) and 
a biphasic unit (Fig. 3C) in response to stimulus of panel D (Eqn. 4A). F. Predicted firing 
rates. Firing rates measured with respect to baseline.
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Supplementary Experimental Procedures
1. Histology
2. Representing kinetic feature selectivity in the LNP framework
3. Relationship between feature vector and spike-triggered average
4. Gaussian fits to STAs: Goodness of fit measure
5. Tuning function estimation
6. Cross-validating the LNP model: Prediction coefficient measure
7. Spike-triggered covariance: Testing eigenvalue significance
1. Histology
Recording sites were marked by electrolytic lesions: 5-10 μA for 20 s at 50 kHz (Adams and 
Horton, 2006).  On completion of recordings, animals were perfused transcardially with saline
followed by 10% (w/v) formalin.  The brain was removed from the skull and immersed in 
ixative for at least one day, after which it was left in 30% (w/v) sucrose solution in PB for at 
Supplemental Text and Figures
2least 48 hours, to provide cryoprotection.  Sites were identified by staining 50 μm coronal 
sections with cresyl violet and following the electrode track.  Recording sites used in this 
study were unambiguously identified as located within VPm (Paxinos and Watson, 1998).
2. Representing kinetic feature selectivity in the LNP framework
Since many neurons in the whisker system are sensitive to stimulus velocity it is useful to 
outline how sensitivity to velocity and to other basic kinetic features can be represented 
within the LNP framework.  The velocity of a signal s(t) at time t is )(ts
dt
d
. Consider the 
ideal velocity sensitive neuron, whose firing rate r(t) at each instant t is completely 
determined by the stimulus velocity at that instant. Since it is computationally convenient to 
work with discrete signals, we sample the signal at time intervals δt (in most analyses in this 
study δt was 0.8 ms), and use a simple discrete approximation to the derivative 
tδ
tδtsts )-(-)(
. Thus, the relationship between stimulus and firing rate can be expressed:
)]-(-)(g[)( tδtststr  (S1)
Eqn. S1 is the simplest LNP model for a velocity-sensitive neuron: g[·] is a non-linear “tuning 
function”, into which the factor δt has been absorbed.
Similarly, consider a different ideal neuron whose firing rate at each instant t is completely 
determined by the position of the stimulus at that instant. In this case, the LNP model is:
)](g[)( tstr  (S2)
3To model an acceleration-sensitive neuron, we use the discrete approximation to the 
acceleration of s(t) at time t, 
2
2
1
2
1 )2-()-(-)(
tδ
tδtstδtsts 
. Its LNP model is:
 )2-()-(-)(g)( 2121 tδtstδtststr  (S3)
Each of these three cases conforms to the same basic pattern: firing rate at time t depends on a 
weighted average of past stimulus values as(t) + bs(t-δt) + cs(t-2δt), with weights a, b, c. For 
the position sensor, a=1, b=0, c=0, whereas for the velocity sensor, a=1, b=-1, c=0, and for 
the acceleration sensor, a=½, b=-1, c=½. Thus, by varying the pattern of weights, sensitivity 
to different kinetic features can be represented. The general form of the LNP model is given 
by Eqns. 1A-B of the main text and repeated here for convenience:
   ∑ /
0
-)(
tδTi
i
tδiftδitstk  (S4A)
 )(g)( tktr  (S4B)
3. Relationship between feature vector and spike-triggered average
To characterise a neuron using the LNP model of Eqns S4A-B, it was first necessary to find 
the best-fitting feature vector f = [f(T), f(T - δt), f(T - 2δt),…, f(0)]. We derived our estimate of 
f from the STA mspike using the modified spike-triggered averaging procedure detailed below.
Using the notation yxz * to denote the convolution    ∑ -)(
i
tδiytδitxtz  , the stimulus 
was, as detailed above, of the form whs * (w was the white noise sequence, h the Gaussian 
4kernel).  The LNP model of any given unit could thus be expressed either as ]*g[ fsr  or as 
]'*g[ fwr  , with 'f the smoothed feature vector hff *' and r = [r(0),r(δt),r(2δt),…].  
Thus, the response of the neuron could be regarded as generated either by f acting on the 
signal s or by 'f acting on the signal w.  This means that it was legitimate to perform spike-
triggered averaging using the signal w and (subject to the normal conditions on g[·]) obtain an 
STA guaranteed to be an unbiased estimate of 'f .  In this way, for each recorded unit, we 
obtained an STA that could be interpreted as the result of smoothing the underlying feature 
vector f by convolution with the Gaussian function h(t).
We confirmed the validity of the method by simulation.  We generated a sample of ~20000 
spikes fired by the ideal position-sensitive neuron (Eqn. S2; Fig. 2A) in response to the same 
low-pass filtered stimulus s(t) used in the actual recordings and estimated the STA as above.  
In this case, since the feature vector was a single-sample pulse, the STA should be precisely 
the Gaussian function h(t).  As illustrated in Fig. 2B, we found excellent agreement between 
the theory (solid line) and the STA (dots).  Analogous simulation results for the ideal 
velocity-sensitive and acceleration-sensitive neurons (Eqns. S1,S3; Figs. 2C,E) were also in 
excellent agreement (Figs. 2D,F).
4. Gaussian fits to STAs: Goodness of fit measure
Given the considerations of the previous section, we expected that each STA would have the 
shape of some underlying feature vector convolved with a Gaussian and we therefore fitted
each STA by a linear combination of one or more Gaussian functions.
5We fitted each STA to a 1 Gaussian model (parameters: amplitude, mean and width σ), to a 2 
Gaussian model (6 parameters) and to a 3 Gaussian model (9 parameters) using non-linear 
least squares (subspace trust region method, Matlab function lsqnonlin).  For each unit, we 
repeated the fitting procedure with 40 different sets of initial values: some initial values were 
set by hand, others randomly.  We quantified the goodness of fit of each least squares solution 
as follows.  Given an STA m and a Gaussian model w, a good model has small residuals r = 
m-w.  The variance of the residuals Var(r) (computed over the elements of r) will typically be 
small compared to the variance of m Var(m) (computed over its elements) and the following 
standard, goodness of fit measure will be close to 1:
)(Var
)(Var
1
m
r (S5)
However, this measure has the weakness that it is not only sensitive to systematic discrepancy 
between m and w but also to random error.  Random error arises due to the STA being 
estimated from a finite sample of data.  Since this random error varies from unit to unit (e.g.,
due to differences in firing rate), it can be problematic to compare goodness of fit results 
across units.  We therefore adopted an approach that factors out the effect of random error, 
similar to that of (Sahani and Linden, 2003).  To this end, we estimated the contribution of 
random error to Var(r) as the squared standard error of the STA, averaged over the elements 
of the STA and subtracted the result, termed Varrand, from Var(r).  Thus, our modified 
goodness of fit measure was:
)(Var
Var)(Var
1 rand
m
r  (S6)
6As detailed in the main text, the goodness of fit measure (Eqn. S6) proved effective for 
classifying the STAs into different types.
5. Tuning function estimation 
In the LNP model, the tuning function is defined as the mapping between the feature 
coefficient k(t) at instant t and the firing rate r(t) at that instant.  r(t) is proportional to the 
probability of a spike at time t and, by the assumption of the LNP model, this probability 
depends only on k(t).  Thus, using Bayes’ theorem, r(t) can be expressed:
)]([
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tk
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where r is the average of r(t), Pr[k(t)|spike] is the probability that the feature coefficient 
takes the value k at time t, given that a spike occurred at that time and Pr[k(t)] is the 
probability that the feature coefficient takes the value k at spike time t, irrespective of whether 
or not a spike occurred.  From the definition of g[k] (Eqn. S4B), and the assumption that it is 
time-independent, it follows that:
]Pr[
]spike|Pr[
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k
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Thus, g[k] can be obtained by estimating the probabilities Pr[k] and Pr[k|spike], where 
Pr[k|spike] is the probability that the feature coefficient takes the value k at times when spikes 
occurred, and Pr[k] is the probability that it takes the value k irrespective of whether a spike 
occurred or not.
7We estimated Pr[k|spike] by computing the value of k at the time of each of the N spikes fired 
by a given unit (Eqn. S4A) and constructing a histogram of the results (centered at points k = 
k1,k2,…,kB, where the number of bins B = 20). To estimate Pr[k], we used the fact that k was a 
linear function of a Gaussian stimulus, which implied that Pr[k] was also Gaussian. We thus 
estimated it by evaluating k at N random times and fitting a Gaussian to the results. Finally, 
dividing Pr[k|spike] by Pr[k] at each of the points k = k1,k2,…,kB, yielded an estimate of g[k].
We estimated its error bars using a bootstrap procedure.
6. Cross-validating the LNP model: Prediction coefficient measure
As described in the main text, we evaluated the LNP model by testing how accurately it could 
predict the response of the neuron to a novel stimulus.  To quantify the match between the 
predicted firing rate and the experimentally measured PSTH, we used the Pearson correlation 
coefficient, modified to attenuate bias caused by finite sampling (similar to the approach of 
Eqn. S6).  The PSTH can be considered to be the sum of an underlying “signal” PSTHsignal
and a noise term n, which reflects sampling error caused by the limited number of stimulus 
trials (100) over which the PSTH is averaged.  (With an infinite number of trials, the noise is 
zero and PSTH = PSTHsignal).  This noise causes apparent discrepancy between predicted and 
actual firing rates.  The standard definition of the correlation coefficient is:
 
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where the covariance (Cov) and variance (Var) terms are computed over time bins.  The bias 
effect enters largely through the term Var(PSTH).  Assuming that the noise and signal are 
8uncorrelated, Var(PSTH) = Var(PSTHsignal) + Var(n).  Thus sampling noise increases the 
PSTH variance and hence decreases ρ: even if the LNP model of a neuron is perfect, the 
correlation coefficient will be less than 1.  To counter-act this effect, we sought a direct 
estimate of Var(PSTHsignal).  We obtained two independent estimates of the PSTH, PSTH1 and 
PSTH2, by separately averaging the odd- and even-numbered trials.  By definition, the signal 
components  of PSTH1 and PSTH2 are the same, but their noise components (n1 and n2) are 
uncorrelated and zero mean.  This implies that Cov(PSTH1,PSTH2) = Cov(PSTHsignal+n1,  
PSTHsignal+n2) = Var(PSTHsignal).  Thus, by computing the covariance between the two PSTH 
estimates, we obtained an estimate of Var(PSTHsignal) which we then used to calculate a 
modified correlation coefficient:
 
   signalPSTHVarVar
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r
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We refer to Eqn. S10 as the PSTH “prediction coefficient”.
7. Spike-triggered covariance: Testing eigenvalue significance
To evaluate how many spike-triggered covariance (STC) features were significant, we 
estimated the distribution of maximum and minimum eigenvalues under the null hypothesis 
that the unit was firing spikes at random times.  For a unit that fired N spikes, we generated 2 
sets of N random times, estimated the chance covariance difference ΔC and computed both 
the most positive and the most negative eigenvalue.  By repeating this process 1000 times, we 
estimated the distribution of maximum and minimum chance eigenvalues.  We defined a 
significant eigenvector as one whose eigenvalue was either greater than the 99% percentile of 
9the maximum eigenvalue distribution or less than the 1% percentile of the minimum 
eigenvalue distribution.
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